
RESULTS
 

Now add up how many A's, B's and C's you selected

 

 

 

If you chose mostly A's you have a VISUAL learning style
 
If you chose mostly B's you have a AUDITORY learning style
 
If you chose mostly C's you have a KINAESTHETIC learning
style

What does this mean?
Most people have one or two preferred styles.

 This doesn't mean you can't work with the other style
but it shows that using the style or styles that suit you
best will make it easier to learn; easier to remember

things and you are more likely to enjoy your work

 
Once we know better how we think- we can now go on to

develop our own most effective ways for working and
learning.

B's= C's=A's=



VISUAL
Visual learners process information by seeing and observing. They perform
best after reading instructions or watching someone else do it first.
 

AUDITORY
Auditory learners process information best by hearing it. They
understand and remember things they have heard.
 

Visual 
Techniques

Use different 
size words

Use bright colours

Use mind maps
 and pictures

Auditory 
Techniques

Read information out loud
Record yourself saying

 information
 and listen back

Make a dialogue or
 play of the information

Podcasts and
documentaries

KINAESTHETIC
Kinaesthetic learners process information by doing. They are a hands on
learner who prefers practical hands-on activities. 
 

Kinaesthetic
Techniques

Move around as you talk 
through your workload out loud

Build models to represent your work e.g.
cardboard, playdough

Have  something you can keep your hands busy with whilst you are
listening or working e.g. stress ball, paperclip

Use lists

Use
shapes



To recap...
People commonly have a main preferred learning style
but it is usually a blend of all three. 
When you know your preferred learning style(s) you can
understand the type of learning that best suits you.
Then you can choose the techniques that work best for
you.
There is no right or wrong learning style. The point is
that there are types of learning that are right for your
own preferred learning style.

Make A Difference- Clear
Action Point

(MAD Cap) Idea card:
What is one action you can

take now you know your
learning style?


